
CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUE OF CALL CONTROL DATA

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to Lechiiiques

for network-wide call control, and in particular to a management

system and method for ei plurality of call agents distributed

in sl packet-based network (PBN) .

^2 2. Description of the Related Art

I--"
conventional multimedia techniques implemented in an

existing packet-based network, plural call agents are

!S
distributed in the packet-based network and perform.

il the network-wide call control based on call control data

installed therein.

However, the call control data is individually set and

installed in respective ones of the plural call agents.

Accordingly, the efficiency of maintenance is reduced because

15 the management of each call agent is not taken into consideration

in the conventional techniques.

There has been disclosed a network management device

allowing managemeriL of call control information transferred

from an ISDN terminal via a packet-based network (see Japanese

20 Patent Application Unexamined Publication No- 8-8903)

.

However, call control data is changed due Lo data addition
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or deletion, or when restarting a call agent. In such a case,

it is necessary to set the call control data stored in the call

agent equal to that stored in the management device. The

conventional network management device provider no means for

data matching, data maintenance, or data checking procedure.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An object of the present invention is to provide a system

and method allowing centralized call control data management

for a plurality of call agents distributed in the packet-

based network.

Another object of the pressnt invention is to provide a

sysbom and method allowing improved maintenance efficiency of

call control data stored in a plurality of call agents

distributed in the packet-based network.

According to the present invention, a method for managing

call control data installed in respective ones of a plurality

o£ call agents which is distributed on a packeL-based network,

includes the steps of: a) setting each of the call agents to

be a client of a server which is provided on the packet-

based network; at the server, b) storing master call control

data required in respective ones of the call agents; c) managing

the master call control data; and at each of the call agents,

d) storing a copy of corresponding master call control data so
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that the call agents perform network-wide call control.

Preferably, when a change occurs in the master call control

data, the server may instruct a corresponding call agent to

update call control data stored in the corresponding call agent

so as to reflect the change-

The method may further include the steps of: transmitting

a data ciieck request from the server to a designated call agent;

checking whether copied call control data stored in rhe

designated call agent matches a corresponding master call

control data stored in the server; and when the copied call

conbrol data does not match the corresponding master call

control data, instructing the designated call agent to update

the copied call control data so as to make it equal to the

corresponding master call control data.

The method may further include ths steps of: transmitting

a data check request from a call agent to the server; checking

whether copied call control data stored in the call agent matches

a corresponding master call control data scored in the server;

and when the copied call control data docs not match the

corresponding master call control data, updating the copied call

control data so as to make it equal to the corresponding master

call control data.

The step (a) may include the steps of: a.l) the call agent

transmitting a server search message to a server; a. 2) when

receiving the server search message, the server determining

whether the call agent can be managed; a . 3) when it is determined
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that the call agent can be managed, the server transmitting a

response message back to the call agent; a. 4) when receiving

the response message, the call agent transmitting a registration

request to the server/ a. 5) when receiving the registration

request, the server registering the call agent as a client when

the call agent satisfies registration requirement.

When it is determined in the step (a. 2) LhaL the call agent

cannot be managed, the server may transmit a re-search

instruction message to the call agent, the re-search

instruction message designating another server, wherein, when

receiving the re-search instruction, the call agent transmits

a server search message to the designated server.

According to anther aspect of the present invention, a

system for managing call control data installed in respective

ones of a plurality of call agents which is distributed on a

packet -based network, includes: a server provided on the

packet-based network, the server storing master call control

data required in respective ones of the call agents; and

a maintenance terminal provided on the packet-based network,

the maintenance terminal performing maintenance of the master

call control data by getting access to the server, wher-e-in each

of the call agents stores a copy of corresponding master call

control data so that the call agents perform network-wide call

control

.

A plurality of servers may be provided on the packet-

based network, Lhe servers s Loring differenL types of master
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call control data required in respective ones of the call agents.

In this case, each of the call agents stores a copy of each type

of the master call control data so that tho call agents

perform network-wide call control,

A plurality of servers may be provided on the packet-

based network, each of the servers storing master call control

data required ,i.n respective ones of the call agents. In this

case, each of the call agents is registered as a client of a

different one of the servers to store a copy of

corresponding master call control data.

As described above, a client /server concept is introduced

to implement a centralized management of call control data

installed in a plurality of call agents distributed in a

packet-based network. Accordingly, information required for

the network-wide call control can be easily and

uniformly managed.

Further, the data checking procedure for matching data

between client and server allows the data stored in each client

to match the corresponding master data stored in the server.

Furthermore, the dynamic registration and its

cancellation procedures allow easy and flexible change in client

and server on the network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the configuration of a

centralized call control data management system according to

a first embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a detailed diagram showing the functional

configuration of the first embodiment for explaining an

operation thereof;

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing the configuration of a

centralized call control data management system according to

a second embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a diagram showing the configuration of a

centralized call control data management system according to

a third embodiment of the present invention;

t'ig. 5A is a flow chart showing a data updating operation

in an information server according to the' present Invention;

Fig. 5B is a flow chart showing a data updating operation

m a call agent according to the present invention;

Fig. 6A is a flow chart showing a registration operation

in a call agent according to the present invention;

Fig, 6B is a flow chart showing a registration operation
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in an information server according to the present invention;

Fig. 7A is a flow chart showing a data matching operation

in an inlormation server according to the present inventions-

Fig. 7b is a flow chart showing a data matching operation

in a call agent according to the present invenLion;

Fig. 8A is a flow chart showing a maintenance operation

in a maintenance terminal according to the5 present invention;

and

Fig. 8B is a flow chart showing a maintenance operation

in an information server according to the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

First F.TT^bodiTTi^T^-h

Referring to Fig. 1, a centralized call control

data management system according to a first embodiment- of the

present invention includes a plurality of call agents 101 which

are distributed on a packet-based network {PBN) 100, an

information server 102, and a maintenance terminal 103. call

control data Implemented in respective ones of the call agents

101 are centrally managed by the informaLion server 102, which
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is a server for data management.

The information server 102 has a master data management

database 105 storing original call control data required for

respective ones of the call agents 101, In Fig. 1, two call

5 agents CAl and CA2 are shown and the master data management

database 105 stores original call control data required for

respective ones of the call agents CAl and CA2

.

Each of the call agents 101 has a slave data management

database 104 storing a copy of the corresponding master call

IjJ
control data managed by the information server 102.

As described later, when data addition, change, or

jl: deletion occurs, or when the call agent 101 restarts, the

^H- information server 102 instructs the call agent 101 to update

the copied data stored therein . Further, the information server

i| 102 can chsck the matching of the copied data stored in the call

O agent 101 to the master data stored in the information server

102 and , if they are unmatched, then the matching operation

starts

.

The maintenance terminal 103 is used to operate the

10 information server 101. An operator uses the maintenance

terminal 103 via graphical user interface to get access to the

information server 102, check the status of the master data,

and, if necessary, rewrite the master data.

Each call agent 101 performs the call control operation

15 based on the copied data stored therein. In this example, the

respective call agents use the copied data CAl and CA2 to perform
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the call control. Each call agent is basically permitted to get

access to the information server 102 when data checking

or matching is performed. The inforraation server 102 may be

divided into plural servers depending on the type of information

to be managed^ the capacity of the server, or the like.

Referring to Fig. 2, each call agent 201 provides the call

control to the packet-based network 100 and plays a role as a

client of the information server 202.

The information server 202 performs

ceiiLralizcd incinagement of call control data implemented m the

respective call agents 201 distributed in the packet-

based network. If necessary, the information server 202 makes

the data stored in a corresponding call agent 201 equal to

the master data stored therein.

The maintenance terminal 203 performs maintenance and

operation of the information server 202 and the call agent 201.

Especially, the maintenance terminal 203 iss\ies data update or

search instruction, information check instruction,

implementation information management instruction, status

check request, and so on.

Cal l acrent

More specifically, as shown in Fig. 2, the call agent 201

includes a call controller 204, an information client

application section 205, an implementation Information manager

206, a data operation section 207, a copied data management

database 208, and an information client/server (C/S)
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communication controller Z03

.

The call controller 204 gets access to the data operation

section 207 to search the copied data management database 208

for necessary data while performing the call control , When data

5 updating is needed, the call controller 204 issues a data update

instruction to the information client application section 205.

contrarily, when receiving a data change notice from the

information client application section 205, the call controller

20 4 updates data on a local memory as demanded.

W "^^^ information client application section 205 performs

,2 the data updating operation in response to the data updabe

jl: instruction from the call controller 204 or the information

- server 202 and performs maintenance work including the data

checking. Communication with the information server 202 is made

B through the information client/server (C/S) communication

D controller 209.

In the case of transmission, the information client

application section 205 gets access to the implementation

information manager 206 to define an information server storing

20 data to be targeted and outputs to the information C/S

communication controller 20 9 the identification information of

tho target server as well as targeted data identifying

information. The maintenance of copied data stored in the

database 208 is performed through the data operation section

25 207.

The implementation information manager 205 manages server
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identiiication information identifying the information server

202, which 3toi:es the master data cf the copied data installed

in the call agent 201. Accordingly, the information client

application section 205 can get access to the intorrtiation server

5 202 storing data to be targeted by referring to the

implementation information manager 20 6- The implementation

information manager 206 further manages the update history of

copied data such as the update time of day, update result, update

requesting source information, and update request content when

j|) Tailed in updating. The data operation section 207 is provided

^•=j with an interface directly to the database 208, through which

jP data updating and data referring can be made.

'^=^' The information C/S communication controller 209

!S
performs management of the address information of the

eg information server 202 and the coiniaunication status,

13 communication transaction management for associating an

instruction with a response to the instruction, and

encoding/decodincj of communication messages. In the

information C/S communication controller 209, the address

20 information of the information server 202 is associated with

the identification information of the information server 202.

Further, the information C/S communication controller 209

performs dynamic registration and its release procedures

between the information server 202 and the call agent 201 as

25 a standard function thereof.

Inforrna tion s^f^.r-ye^j-
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As shown in Fig» 2, the information server 202 includes

an information server application section 210, an

implomcntation information managsr 211, a data operation

section 212, an original data management database 213, and an

information client/server (C/S) communication controller 214.

The information server application section 210

performs maintenance of original data stored in the database

213 and communication with call agents and the maintenance

terminal 203. More specifically, in response to an

inforraaLion mainLenance InsLrucLion from the maintenance

terminal 203, the information server application section 210

gets access to the data operation section 212 and the

implementation information manager 211 to update the original

data and implementation information. Further, the information

server application section 210 performs data checking

and matching by exchanging instruction and response messages

with call agents via the information C/S communication

controller 214.

The implementation information manager 211 manages call

agent identification information identifying respective ones

of the call agents 201, which store the copied data to be t-^-rgeted

.

The implementation information manager 211 further manages

implementation status represented by the update time of day,

address information of call agents to be targeted, and update

result, associated with original data managed in the information

server 202. The data operation section 212 is provided with an
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interface directly to the database 213, through which data

updating and data referring can be made.

The coirimunication control function of the information C/S

communication controller 214 is the same as that o£ the

5 information C/S comraunica tion controller 20 9 of the call agent

201. In addition, the information C/S communication controller

214 is provided with an interface to the maintenance terminal

203, When receiving a data reference request from

the maintenance terminal 203, the information C/S communication

jg) controller 214 gets access to the data operation section 212

^2
to extract data and transmits a response message back to

jjj
the maintenance terminal 203. Further, when receiving an

implementation information request, the information C/S

O communication controller 214 gets access to the implementation

O information manager 211 to collect information and transmits

a response message back. The address information managed in the

information server 202 includes a multicast address.

Second F.mhori i mi^rit

Referring to Fig. 3, a centralized call control

20 data management system according to a second embodiment of the

present invention includes a plurality of call agents, a

plurality of kinds of information servers 301-303, and

a maintenance terminal, which are connected to the packet-

based network (PBN) . Here, the information servers 301-3O3 are

25 configured accoirdlng to functional distribution scheme.

More specifically, the information server 301 is a system.
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data management server which manages system data required for

operating a system of call agents. The information server 302

is a resource information management server which manages

resource information required for call control operation of call

5 agent, such as subscriber line information or trunk information

and endpoint information accommodated in Media Gateway (MG)

The information server 303 is a number translation and routing

server which manages number information and routing

information required for call control of call agent.

^0 Third Fimbodiment-.

Referring to Fig. 4, a centralized call control

data management system according to a third embodiment of the

,
present invention includes a plurality of call agenLs 801 and

]^ 802, a plurality o£ information servers A and and

15 a maintenance terminal, which are connected to the packet-

based network (PBN) . Here, the information servers A and B are

configured according to load distribution scheme.

More specifically, each of the system data management

servers stores call control data for respective ones of the call

10 agents. Each of the call agents 801 and 802 is managed by a

different one of the system data management servers A- and B.

Which one of the system data managemsnt servers manages a

different one of the call agents is determined depending on

client/server registration procedure as described later. In

15 this case, the system data management servers are associated

with the call agents in a one-to-one relationship, so that none
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of the call agents is concurrently associated with two or more

system data management servers, resulting in distributed load

among the servers. Tn this example as shown in Fig. 4, the call

agent 801 is associated with the system data management server

5 A and the call agent 802 is associated with the system

data management server B.

OPERATION

In the above-described embodiments, data updating,

registration, data matching, and maintenance procedures will

# be dcsscribed with reference Lo Fly. 2 and Figs. 5-8.

Dat.a.._updatinq

Ji!
'^^ is assumed that data has been registered in the database

213 of the information server 202 (see Fig. 2)

.

Q Kefearring to Fig. 5A, data to be updated is arranged in

^ the information server (step 401) and call agents to be

instructed are designated (step 402) . Subsequently, an update

request message is edited and transmitted to the designated call

agents 201 (step 403) . Here, since the update request message

is transmitted to a plurality of destinations, the multicast

20 transmission is performed.

Referring to Fig. 5B, when receiving the update-

request message from tho information server 201 (step 4 06) , the

call agent 201 checks the contents of the received update

request message and then updates the designated data (step 40 /) .

25 After having recorded a update result (success or failure) (step

408)
,
an update result message is edited and transmitted to the
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source information server 202 (step 409)

.

Returning to Fig. 5A, when receiving the update

result message from the call agent 201 (step 404)^ the

information server 202 checks the contents of ths received

update result message and then updates the implementation

information using the update result (step 405)

.

Registration

Referring to Figs. 6A and 6B, first, the call agent 201

which is a client transmits a server search message to at least

one informaLion server 202 (step 501) . Here, Lhe deatirmtion

address of the server search message is set to a fixed multicast

address

.

When receiving the server search message from the call

agent 201 (step 514), the information server 202 checks the

contents of the server sear-ch message (step 515) and determines

whether the call agent 201 is allowed to be managed as a client

of the information server 202 (step 516) . If manageable (YES

at step 516) , then the information server 202 transmits a search

response message to the call agent 201 (step 517) . If the call

agent 201 cannot be managed as a client (NO at step 516), then

the information server 202 transmits a re-soarch

instruction message to the call agent 201 (step 521) . in this

case, if there is found another information server that

can manage the call agent as a client, then the found server

is designated as a candidate to be searched for in the re-search

instruction message.
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Upon receipt of the 5earch response message from the

informabion server 202 (ste-p 502) , the call agent 201 checks

the contents of t.he search response message and records the

information server 202 as a server candidate (step 503) . In the

5 case where search response inessaqes have been received from a

plurality of information servers^ a list of server candidates

are created on a first-come, first-registered basis.

On the other hand^ upon receipt of the re-search

instruction message from the information server 202 (step 507) ,

JKO the call agent 201 checks the contents of the re-search

;7 instruction message (step 508) and, if another search candidate

;i: is designated (YES at step 508}, then performs server searching

again (step 501) . When no search candidate is included (NO at

5i step 508), a search result indicating failure of search is

5 recorded (step 509) .

O The call agent 201 that has successfully recorded a server

candidate edits a registration request message and transmits

it to information servers in the order of the server candidate

list (step 504)

.

20 When receiving the registration request message form the

call agent 201 (step 518) , the information server 202- checks

the contents of the message and the load status and determines

whether registration is possible (step 519) . If registration

is possible (YES at step 520) , the call agent 201 that originated

25 the registreition request is registered as a client (step 523)

and then edits and transmits a registration permission message
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back to the call agent 201 (step 524) . When the registration

is not possible (NO at- etep 520), a regiatration

rejection message is edited and transmitted (step 522).

The call agent 7.01, when receiving the registration

5 permission message from the information server 202 (step 505),

records information related to the information server that

permits the registration (step 506) . When receiving the

registration rejection message (step 510), the call agent 201

searches the server candidate list (step 511) and, if found (YES

iff step 512) , performs registration requesLing again (step 504) ,

|2 found (NO at step 512), the call agent 201 records a

It: registration result indicating failure of registration (step

513)

.

^d^; Since the cancellation o£ registration is easily performed

?S by exchanging regd strsti on release request and

O acknowledgement messages, the description thereof is omitted.

The dynamic registration and its cancellation as described

above allow easy and flexible additional client and/or server

and removal thereof on the network.

20 I^at^matchinq

Referring to Fig. 7A, data to be checked is arranged in

the information server (step 601) and call agents to be targeted

are designated (step 602) . Subsequently, a checking

request message is edited and transmitted to the designated call

25 agents 201 (step 603) . Here, since the checking request message

is transmitted to a plurality of destinations, the multicast
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transmission is performed.

Referring to Fig. 7B, when receiving the checking

request message from the information server 201 (step 608) , the

call agent 201 checks the contents of the received checking

request message and then performs data checking whether the

stored data matches the received data included in the checking

request message (step 609) . After having recorded a checking

result (match or unmatch) (step 610) , a checking result message

is edited and transmitted to the source information server 202

(step 611)

.

Returning to Fig. 7A, when receiving the checking

result message from the call agent 201 (step 604), the

information server 202 checks the contents of the received

checking result message (step 605) , If matched (YES at step SOS) ,

the checking result is recorded (step 606) and, if unmatched

(NO at Step 605) , then data updating procedure is performed (step

60?) .

Maint enance

Referring to Fig. 8A, an operator uses the maintenance

terminal 203 to define maintenance work (step 701) and

set necessary information (step 702) . When the maintenance

processing is started up by the operator, a maintenance

instruction message is edited and transmitted to the information

server 202 (step 703)

.

Referring to Fig. 8B, when receiving the maintenance

instructionmessage from the maintenance terminal 203 (step 706) ,
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the information server 202 checks the contents of the

received maintenance instruction message, determines the type

of maintenance work (stop 707), and then performs maintenance

(step 708). R maintenance resuit (success or failure) and

additional information are set in a maintenance result message

and then transmitted to the maintenance terminal 203 (step 709) .

Returning to Fig. 8A, when receiving the maintenance

result message from the information server 202 (step 704),

the maintenance result is displayed to the operator (step 705) .


